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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive integer k let k denote {1, ... , k}, and let §k denote the symmetric group 
on k. For positive integers m and n let Im.n be the set of all dissections of mn into sets of 
cardinality m. §mn acts primitively on Im.n in a natural way, and the stabilizer of a point in 
this representation is the wreath product §m w§n. Denote llm.n I by r:xm.n; r:xm.n is equal to the 
index of §m w§n in §mn. Let nm.n denote the permutation character of §mn acting on the cosets 
of §m w§". Then nm.n = !:a).'·" x[i.J, where the a).'·" are non-negative integers, and where A runs 
over all partitions of mn and x[i.J runs over the irreducible characters of §mn. 
Foulkes [1] conjectured that if m ~ n, then for each partition A of mn, a).'·" ~ a;_·m. 
In connection with Littewood's plethysms this conjecture says that the multiplicity of 
the Schur function {A} in the decomposition of {m} ® {n} is less than or equal to its 
multiplicity in {n} ® {m} for all partitions A of mn. 
Lets = U7~ 1 and t = U~~~ I; denote elements of Im.n and In.m respectively, where U 
denotes disjoint union. Define a matrix Mm.n = (M~;"), t E l,.m• s E Im.n by: 
{
1, if IS; n 1}1 = 1, 
Mm.n = 
'·'" 0, otherwise. 
1 ~ i ~ n, I ~ j ~ m; 
In this note we prove the following statement: 
THEOREM. If the rank of Mm.n = r:xm.nJor integers m ~ n > 1, then Foulkes' conjecture 
holds for the pairs of integers (m, r) such that 1 ~ r ~ n. 
The proof of this statement relies on the fact that if V and Ware G-modules for a group 
G, then the irreducible constituents of the representation afforded by V occur among the 
irreducible constituents of the representation afforded by W counted according to their 
multiplicities, if and only if there exists a G-monomorphism from V into W. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let m ~ n > 1, and let Vm.n and V,.m denote the §mn-modu!es induced by the action of 
§mn on the sets Im.n and In.m respectively. Let { e,. Is E Im.n} and u; It E In.m} be the natural 
bases for Vm.n and V,.m respectively. Define a homomorphism (pm·" from Vm.n into V,.m by 
(pm·"(es) = !: M'::;"J,, where the summation is over all t E In.m. ¢m.n is clearly an §mn-
homomorphism. Since ¢m.n is a monomorphism if and only if the rank of Mm.n = r:xm.n, the 
proof of the theorem follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose that m > n. If the rank of Mm.n+ 1 = r:xm.n+ 1, then the rank of 
Mm.n = 1Xm.n· 
PROOF. Suppose by way of contradiction that the rank of Mm.n < r:xm.n. Then there exists 
a set of integers {dsls E Im.n} such that !:sEimn dsM'/:l" 0, for all t E Irn.n· Define a map 
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+I A A A from Im.n to Im.n+l by s ~ § = U7~1 S;, where S; = S;, I ~ i ~ n, and sn+l 
{mn + I, ... , m(n + I)}. Consider r E In+l.m• say r = U;: 1 R;. Either IR; n Sn+ 11 > I, 
for some i, or IR; n sn+ll = I, I ~ i ~ m. In the first case M;:t+l = 0, for all s E Im.n• so 
that LsEl dsM;:t+ I = 0. In the second case r = ur~ I (I; u {a;}), where a; E sn+ I' a; =I= aj, 
if i =I= j,m~nd t = ur~l I; E In.m· Then, since, for any s, IR; n sn+ll = I and IR; n ~I = 
IT; n Sjl for j ~ n, M;:;"+ 1 = M'::;". Thus LsEimn dsM:':i"+ 1 = 0, for all r E ln+l.m• and so the 
rank of Mm.n+ I < ccm.n+ I. This contradicts the assumption that the rank of Mm.n+ I = ccm.n+ I 
and completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. REMARKS 
(i) Denote §m2 by G, and let n denote the set of left cosets of §m w§m in G. Take (j E n, 
and letT(()) = {[3 E ill Gp n G;; :::; §m x §m}· Then T(()) is an orbit of G;;. Let'§ be the 
graph with vertex set .Q such that for each (j E n, (j is connected to precisely the elements 
of T(b). Then Mm.m is the adjacency matrix of'§. 
(ii) Mm.m is non-singular for m = 2, 3. 
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